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THE interesting paper by Father H. W. R. Lillie, S.J., in the

last volume of our Collections throws useful light on some local

details of this early trackway but there are certain comments
which it seems desirable to add here.

Firstly, with trackways one must bear in mind that, unlike

Roman roads which have a definite made track, a trackway is free

to wander and have alternative paths where difficulties intervene,

and may often do so. The process can be well seen in miniature on
footpaths across any open heath, and all the variations are equally

part of 'the trackway.' Some rivers do much the same in parts of

their courses and the process is referred to by geographers as

'braiding,' a usefully expressive term that we might well adopt for

tracks.

Secondly, in assessing Hart's observations we should remember
that he was dealing with the course of the Pilgrims' Way (PW.)
rather than the prehistoric trackway, and thus was concerned to

link up the various sectors possessing the PW. tradition, sometimes
on the Ridgeway (RW.) and elsewhere on the Terrace-way (TW.).

It is wrong therefore to blame him for appearing to overlook certain

sectors of TW. or RW. with which, for his purpose, he had no reason

to be concerned. This applies particularly in the Merstham-
Godstone sector with which as a resident of New Hextalls, right on
the TW. there, he was obviously acquainted very intimately.

It will be convenient if I add my owai comments in order from
west to east, and to avoid confusion with Lillie's numbered sections

I have therefore lettered mine since the two series do not exactly

correspond.

a. Hog's Back Sector. The TW. is agreed as a possible alternative

despite the steepness of the chalk escarpment, but its value is

minimized by the Sand RW. nearby throughout.

b. Pewley Hill-St. Catherine's Ferry. A branch linkway from RW.
to Sand RW. is quite likely.

c. The Mole Crossings. It is agreed that there were several crossings

here and that RW. and TW. both exist on each side of the crossing

area, very much as occurs at the Medway crossings in Kent. It is

agreed that both TW. and RW. may have used the 'Island' ford

together, but Hart's ford at Pixham Firs is also quite possible and
would have been a shorter route for the TW. in suitable w^eather

when the low ground was not too wet. The original RW. almost
certainly used the precipitous ascent of the nose of Box Hill (as is
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normal with RW.'s). Any use of the route by Burford (Bridge)

would have come much later as being very circuitous.

d. Dorking [Box Hill)-Reigate. My survey for the Ordnance Survey
made plain that the TW. as well as the RW. exist all along this

sector and into Gatton Park where they join just east of Wray Lane.

This was shown in the map, Fig. 5, on p. 44 of my paper in Arch. J.,

CIX.

e. Reigate {Colley Hill)-Merstham Down. A RW. along the higher

chalk ridge to the north of Gatton Bottom is indeed possible. It

would leave the accepted RW. on Colley Hill and follow the brow
of the escarpment along the south side of Upper Gatton Park, as

Lillie describes. East of the park its course is now uncertain, but

beyond the valley of the Brighton Road at Harps Oak there is a

further indication leading up to Alderstead reservoir and old fort,

thence to rejoin the obvious RW. near Tollsworth Farm. An
alternative, and higher, but more circuitous route.

f. Merstham Down-Foster Down, Caterham. It is agreed that the

TW. is well shown in much of this sector, once it was recognized as

such, but in parts, notably below Foster Down, it seems little

marked and hardly more than the edge of cultivation below.

Probably the re-entrants in the hills and the steepness of the

escarpment caused it to be little used as a track. Lillie notes (p. 20,

note 4) what seems an uncertainty in my earlier references to the

TW. here. The papers referred to were not indeed written simulta-

neously and that in Arch. J., CIX was the later, by which time more
knowledge of the TW. existed here, at least as far east as The
Roughets. As mentioned earlier. Hart was concerned with linking

up the traditional sectors of the PW. and in this sector he was
dealing with the PW. at a higher level than the TW. which he

therefore ignored, although as a resident upon it he must have been

very well aware of its existence. It is particularly plain at Quarry
Hangers, a little to the west, and also appears as a line of lynchets

covered with yews and bushes between there and Greystone Quarry.

g. Foster Down, Caterham-Tandridge Hill. This is a difficult sector

topographically owing to the indented spurs in the main escarpment
and the crossing of the Caterham wind-gap. It is agreed that a

possible route for the TW. is traceable below Foster Down, passing

Freer Mink Farm and crossing Godstone Hill to the Saw Mills at

Dialbank Wood, though it is not very clear in parts ; also that it is

shown more clearly, passing below the South Lodge of Marden Park
and continuing round the spur below Gangers Hill to join the

undoubted TW. at Laundry Cottage in Tandridge Hill Lane. In

this part it would form an alternative route to that of Hart for the

TW. over Gangers Hill. Meanwhile, higher up, the RW. is shown to

follow the ridge above Gangers Hill to a steep descent upon South
Lodge from above, followed by a climb over Winders Hill to Ockley

Wood and so down again to cross Caterham Valley up to Foster
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Down. Winders Hill is the southward nose of a high north-south
ridge between ]\Iarden Park and Caterham Valley ; it seems a needless

climb for the RW. which could be avoided very easily by a link-way

(the present road) from the South Lodge to the TW. just below, and
so past the high nose to the Saw Mills and Dialbank Wood where
Hart's link by an older road to Foster Dowti would connect with the

RW. again. Such hnk-ways between RW. and T\Y. are to be
expected in a complex situation like this, and it is likely that we
have them here at Gravelly Hill, Dialbank Wood, South Lodge,
Gangers Hill and Hanging Wood.

Thus, in general, these additional sections represent alternative

routes of the trackway, some useful and others for topographical

reasons less convenient, but all should be regarded as integral parts

of the ancient trackway complex.




